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Abstract—A high-level (i.e., in terms of security) authentication 

method is proposed in this paper, where the chipless radio frequency 

identification (RFID) is extended to the chipless authentication. The 

proposed method is based on low cost inkjet-printed square check 

patterned chipless tags, whose design is explicitly optimized keeping the 

randomness inherent to the inkjet printing process in view. These 

optimized chipless tags are very difficult to duplicate, as their unique 

backscattered electromagnetic (EM) responses depend on the proximate 

coupling among the possible separated squares, which is happened 

naturally due to the randomness in inkjet printing. The performance of 

the proposed method is analyzed by a low cost impulse radio (IR) 

ultrawideband (UWB) chipless RFID reader as well as by the highly 

accurate vector network analyzer (VNA) based chipless RFID reader. 

The achieved probability of error is comparable to the various 

fingerprint evaluation campaigns found in the literature. 

Index Terms—Authentication technology, fabrication tolerance, fully 

printable chipless RFID, inkjet printing, radar approach, randomness. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Counterfeiting is a significant threat to manufacturers and also a 

concern for human health [1]. Numerous countermeasures have been 

developed in recent times to counter this menace: overt features (low 

security level), covert features (medium security level) and forensic 

methods (high security level) [1]. To develop highly secure 

authentication techniques, natural randomness can be exploited. 

Some examples of natural randomness based authentication 

techniques are the random bubble patterns [2], and the random wires 

patterns [3]. In the literature, efforts have been made to present the 

product authentication capabilities by using chipless radio frequency 

(RF) identification (RFID). These authentication methods are 

developed by using, for example, dipoles [4], a 2D print comprising 

optical code as well as electromagnetic (EM) fingerprint [5], 

concentric ring slot resonators [6] (only simulations results), the split 

ring resonators [7], and RF absorbing markers [8]. In our previous 

work, we have demonstrated the possibility of chipless RFID based 

authentication. This potential has been demonstrated by purposely 

applying the dimensional variations along geometrical dimensions of 

C-folded scatterers of printed circuit board (PCB) tags [9]–[11]. 

Subsequently, the concept of chipless authentication using solely 

natural process variations inherent to PCB realization technology has 

been proved in [12]. Two populations of chipless tags (each 

comprising forty-five tags) are realized intermittently with individual 

film masks (i.e., using same technology from the same company). 

The contributions of natural randomness from two film masks and 

PCB realization process have been presented by in-depth statistical 

analysis of the comparisons of free space measurements and by 

microscopic measurements of physical dimensions of chipless tags 

of both populations. In this PCB chipless tags based authentication 

method, the authenticity information resides around the peak apex 

which carries primarily the aspect-independent parameters: 

frequency of resonance fr and quality factor Q. By virtue of natural 

randomness, in PCB chipless tags, the maximum variation of peak 

apex of backscattered signals is 94 MHz. 

This paper is introducing a high-level (i.e., in terms of security) 

authentication method, where chipless authentication using natural 

randomness inherent to the inkjet printing process is presented. The 

chipless RFID tags printed using a low cost off-the-shelf inkjet 

printer with metallic ink are utilized. The design of chipless tags is 

explicitly optimized for inkjet printing process based on the 

resolution of the inkjet printer. For the first time, randomness 

inherent to the inkjet printer fabrication is used for authentication 

based on backscattering signature of a simple label. The proposed 

chipless authentication based on inkjet-printed chipless tags is a 

practical solution than the chipless authentication based on PCB 

chipless tags discussed in [12]. PCB realization technology is chosen 

in [12] to make a point of reference for the performance given by 

simple realizations using well-known PCB fabrication method. As 

compared to PCB chipless tags, the proposed inkjet-printed chipless 

tags are optimized such that the peak apexes of backscattered signals 

can change up to 4.48 GHz in the range of ultrawideband (UWB). 

Therefore, the randomness due to the structure sensitivity regarding 

the fabrication process is considerably increased in this work. 

The proposed authentication method is possibly low cost, directly 

printable or easy to fabricate, possibly non-invasive or non-

destructive, difficult to duplicate, and simple in operation. 

Furthermore, the chipless tags can entirely be hidden (potentially 

without performance degradation) for the confidentiality and the 

product integrity of high-end luxury products, as compared to the top 

layer (3D structures) [13] or the fibers (2D) [14] which can 

deteriorate the product integrity by their external aspects. In this 

paper, multiple populations of chipless RFID tags are realized, where 

each population is constituted of thirty inkjet-printed chipless tags 

exhibiting natural process randomness. The performance of the 

proposed authentication method is analyzed by a low cost impulse 

radio (IR) UWB chipless RFID reader as well as by a highly accurate 

vector network analyzer (VNA) based chipless RFID reader. This 

paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the natural 

randomness inherent to the inkjet printing process. Section III is 

dedicated to the optimization of design of conventional C-folded 

scatterer to elevate its dimensional sensitivity. Section IV discusses 

the further optimization of design for inkjet printing, and realization 

of chipless RFID tags. Sections V provides the validation of the 

proposal by presenting the performance of optimized chipless tag 

(with natural randomness) using a low cost IR-UWB chipless RFID 

reader and using a highly accurate VNA based chipless RFID reader. 

Section VI presents the flow of implementation of proposed chipless 

authentication. Finally, Section VII presents the conclusions. 
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II. NATURAL RANDOMNESS INHERENT TO INKJET PRINTING 

For inkjet printing technology, the print quality is vitally 

dependent on the chosen resolution. Apart from this, numerous 

factors are also involved that determine the print quality such as the 

design size and shape, the ink density and type, the substrate texture, 

the drop position accuracy, and the type of image [15]. For instance, 

a straight line can also have random variations along its edge [16]. 

As another example, the thickness of an inkjet-printed layer is in the 

order of a few μm [17], as compared to 17.5 μm or 35 μm for 

conventional PCB microstrip trace. Furthermore, in [18], a layout 

has been presented to explain a change in the width of output inkjet-

printed layer from the width of input digital design.  

To exploit process randomness inherent to the inkjet-printing 

technology for chipless authentication, we adopted an optimization 

of the design of chipless tags to elevate their sensitivity to the 

randomness inherent to the inkjet printing. Fig. 1 is a zoom 

photograph of one of our realization. It can be seen that from an 

input digital mask comprising vertex-to-vertex separated square 

geometries (i.e., supplied to the inkjet printer), a randomly connected 

or disconnected realization can be printed. It is important to note that 

these random variations are happening during the fabrication process 

(inkjet printing) but not from the input digital mask. Therefore, at 

low operating frequency, simple vertex-to-vertex adjacent metallic 

geometries can behave like electrical switches as depicted in Fig. 1. 

In UWB, these random vertex-to-vertex separations among metallic 

geometries provide a proximate coupling effect to generate unique 

EM signals. Such a vertex-to-vertex adjacent design can be realized 

from a simple square check pattern to prove the concept. Next, the 

square check patterns will be incorporated to optimize the design of 

chipless RFID tags to be employed for authentication. 
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Fig. 1. Example of realization to show an analogy of vertex-to-vertex adjacent 

metallic geometries to open and close states of electrical switches. 

III. OPTIMIZATION OF CHIPLESS RFID TAGS  

A resonant structure for the design of chipless RFID tag might be a 

better choice than a non-resonant structure because of several 

reasons: (i) its response is dependent on its geometrical dimensions 

and polarization of plane wave. (ii) it provides better signal to noise 

ratio (SNR). (iii) it produces a decaying time-domain (TD) response 

which is beneficial for extracting the tag’s response. A C-folded 

scatterer is a coplanar stripline (CPS) [19]. Transmission line 

analysis of such a C-folded scatterer has been discussed in [20]. For 

chipless authentication, the potential of conventional C-folded 

scatterer [see Fig. 2(a)] based chipless tags using PCB technology 

has been discussed in [9]–[12]. The frequency of resonance fr of such 

CPS C-folded scatterer based chipless tags is expressed as [20]: 
  

𝑓𝑟  =  
𝑐

4𝐿′√𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 
 (1) 

  

where L′ corresponds to the total length of each arm (i.e., a 

summation of physical length L and complementary length L which 

is added to compensate the fringing fields) and eff corresponds to the 

effective permittivity of the substrate. For the rest of this paper, L′ 

and L are used interchangeably for the simplicity in the discussion. 

With fixed values of the trace width w, the metal thickness t, the 

substrate thickness h, and the permittivity of the substrate r, two 

dimension parameters of a C-folded scatterer take part in the 

calculation of its EM response [see Fig. 2(a)]: the length L (or 

alternatively L′) as it is directly related to fr in (1) and the spacing 

between two arms g as it is related to eff (for details about the 

calculation of eff, see [19]). Such a dependence of response on the 

geometrical dimensions is very suitable for the employment of 

square check pattern to optimize the design of classical C-folded 

scatterer for authentication application. Fig. 2 provides the concept 

of optimization from the design of conventional C-folded scatterer 

[Fig. 2(a)] to the sensitive C-folded scatterer [Fig. 2(b)]. For a C-

folded scatterer, the radar cross section (RCS) is directly associated 

with the spacing between the two arms g as discussed in [21] with a 

C-folded scatterer presenting comparable dimension as shown in 

Fig. 2. For this reason, the spacing between the two arms g is 

increased to a value of 3.5 mm in the design of the optimized tags 

compared to the conventional design discussed in [10]. For the 

demonstration of optimization, the length L of the conventional C-

folded scatterer is divided into two parts: the primary length L1 and 

the secondary length L2. Fig. 2(b) shows the layout of the optimized 

design of C-folded scatterer exhibiting five squares check patterns 

along the secondary length of arms L2. The basis of choosing the 

lengths L1 = 5.35 mm and L2 = 17.15 mm is to keep the frequency 

band of operation of C-folded scatterer within UWB which is 

compatible with IR-UWB chipless RFID reader [22]. 
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Fig. 2. Layouts of the C-folded scatterers. (a) Conventional design of the C-

folded scatterer. (b) Optimized design of the C-folded scatterer exhibiting five 

squares check pattern. L1 = 5.35 mm, L2 = 17.15 mm, w = 2 mm, g = 3.5 mm, 
and length (and width) of each square geometry Ls = 0.4 mm. 

 

The substrate used in this work is the Polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET) printable film (Novele™ IJ-220) with a thickness t = 140 µm. 

For each chipless tag, the substrate’s dimensions are 48 × 48 mm2. 

The electrical characterization this PET printable film is conducted 

using the cavity resonator from Damaskos, INC, yields the relative 

permittivity εr = 2.99 and dielectric loss tangent tan δ = 0.015. Such 

a PET based substrate is chosen because of its low cost, low loss, 

and directly printable properties.  

For simulations of the layouts of C-folded scatterers presented in 

Fig. 2 are illuminated by a plane wave using a full-wave EM 

simulator (CST MWS). The simulations results show that the values 

of fr for the optimized design of C-folded scatterer [Fig. 2(b)] are 

3.4 GHz and 6.5 GHz while L1 and L2 are connected and 

disconnected, respectively. To disconnect L1 and L2, we separated 

them by a spacing of 50 μm (where 50 μm is compensated from L2). 

This frequency band of variation (i.e., 3.4 GHz - 6.5 GHz) of the 

optimized design of C-folded scatterer is compatible with UWB. 

To demonstrate the sensitivity of optimized scatterer, we 

purposely shortened the length of first and fifth square elements of 

lower arm [see the inset of Fig. 2(b)] by 50 μm to introduce 

disconnections, successively. Simulations results show that the 

applied reduction on the length of first and fifth square elements 

produces a frequency shift Δ𝑓𝑟
1st = 11.9 MHz and Δ𝑓𝑟

5th = 6.3 MHz, 

respectively. It can be observed that Δ𝑓𝑟
1st is larger than Δ𝑓𝑟

5th. This 
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is because the C-folded scatterer behaves like a slot with a high 

concentration of the current density in the interior region than the 

exterior region of the two arms (see [23, Figs. 3 and 4]). In practice, 

the optimized scatterer [Fig. 2(b)] would be sensitive to each existing 

square geometry of the check pattern. The natural variations would 

be due to the possibility to have random electrical conductivity 

among adjacent square geometries depending on the random 

positions of ink drops in the inkjet printing as depicted in Fig. 1. It 

would ultimately produce unique patterns to be appropriate for 

authentication. These unique tags are very difficult to duplicate, as 

the backscattered EM responses depend on the proximate coupling 

among the possible separated squares, which is happened due to 

randomness in the inkjet printing.  

IV. FURTHER OPTIMIZATION OF DESIGN AND INKJET PRINTING OF 

CHIPLESS RFID TAGS  

For the realization of square check patterned C-folded scatterer 

chipless tags, we used Epson C88+ printer with JS-B25P silver 

conductive ink without annealing process. We have testified that the 

inkjet printing of the input digital mask of scatterer with vertex-to-

vertex adjacent check pattern [see Fig. 2(b)] always produces an 

output with well-connected check pattern. This behavior is reducing 

the opportunity of exploiting the randomness of inkjet printing for 

authentication purposes. For this reason, further optimization of the 

input digital mask of scatterer is needed. This can be done by 

knowing the minimum resolution and randomness of ink particles of 

the employed printing system (the inkjet printer, the metallic ink, and 

the PET film). Therefore, to estimate the minimum resolution, we 

printed two input digital masks based on solid circular shapes with 

diameters of 20 μm and 30 μm on PET printable film, successively. 

Then, the dimensions of inkjet-printed output are analyzed by using 

a digital microscope. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the 

randomness of ink droplets in the inkjet-printed outputs can be 

observed. According to [24], the inkjet-printed output is usually 

constituted of two types of ink droplets: main droplets and satellite 

droplets (which are smaller and separated ink droplets). In our case, 

if we ignore the satellite droplets, the calculated resolution range of 

the employed printing system is from 55 μm to 116 μm as a first 

approximation. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the estimation of minimum resolution and randomness in 
inkjet printing using Epson C88+ printer with JS-B25P silver conductive ink on 

a PET printable film. 

 

Keeping the estimated resolution range in view, the input digital 

mask of scatterer [Fig. 2(b)] is further optimized, where we 

introduced a vertex-to-vertex gap ds of 70.7 μm among the square 

elements as shown in Fig. 4(a). This value of ds is chosen in the 

middle of inkjet printer resolution range (i.e., from 55 μm to 116 μm) 

to exploit the randomness inherent to inkjet printing efficiently. This 

further optimized input digital mask [presented in Fig. 4(a)] is then 

supplied to the inkjet printer, and thirty prototypes of chipless tags 

using one identical input digital mask are printed on PET printable 

film. Fig. 4(b) shows the first inkjet-printed chipless RFID tag. 
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Fig. 4. Further optimization of input digital mask [from Fig. 2(b)] and inkjet 
printing of chipless RFID tags. (a) Further optimized input digital mask with 

vertex-to-vertex gap ds = 70.7 μm among the square elements of check pattern. 

The optimized length (and width) of each square geometry Ls′ = 0.36 mm and the 

rest of the dimensions are precisely the same as shown in Fig. 2. (b) Top view of 

first inkjet-printed chipless tag based on check patterned C-folded scatterer on 

PET printable film.  

V. AUTHENTICATION RESULTS 

For a low cost practical solution, in-house built IR-UWB chipless 

RFID reader [22] is used for experimental results. This IR-UWB 

chipless reader is developed using off-the-shelf available 

components. For this reason, this IR-UWB chipless RFID reader is a 

cost-effective apparatus with a price comparable to the conventional 

RFID reader employed in the supply chain management and 

logistics. The band of operation of this reader is 3.1 GHz to 10.6 

GHz. For the free space measurements using IR-UWB chipless 

reader, a co-polarization bistatic configuration inside the anechoic 

environment with Satimo (QH2000) quad ridged open boundary 

antennas (2 – 32 GHz) is used as shown in Fig. 5. The chipless tags 

are placed at a distance r =16.5 cm from the antenna. The separation 

distance between the two antennas is e = 2.7 cm. 
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Rx
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of measurement setup of bistatic configuration in an 
anechoic environment with IR-UWB chipless RFID reader. Inset: photograph of 

the measurement setup. 

 
Each tag is measured five times successively by removing and 

repositioning the tag at its position during each measurement trial to 

check the repeatability. The measured parameter is the transmission 

coefficient S21 due to the reader configuration. The post-processing 

(i.e., background normalization and time windowing) is applied to 

measured signals (for more explanation, see [12]). For instance, the 

time windowing for S21 of first squares check patterned tag is shown 

in Fig. 6. The start time of time window (13 ns) along with window 

length (7 ns) is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the parameters of post-

processing are optimized for this specific signal (i.e., limited to 7 ns 

due to the wires reflections), as the IR-UWB reader is entirely 

different from VNA based reader [12], where IR-UWB uses an 

UWB pulse in TD. The non-windowed TD signal (i.e., measured 

using the measurement configuration shown in Fig. 5) exhibits 3789 

data points. After time windowing, the windowed TD signal exhibits 

700 data points by neglecting the padded zeros. The padded zeros do 

not contribute to the similarity while comparing the signals. The 

windowed frequency-domain (FD) signal exhibits 380 points. 

The first measurements of S21 in the form of windowed FD 

responses for selected tags from the population of thirty chipless 
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RFID tags are shown in Fig. 7. The randomness happened during the 

inkjet printing process can be observed from the randomness of the 

position of peak apexes corresponding to the frequencies of 

resonances of chipless tags. 
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Fig. 6. Time windowing to discard the structural mode and to extract the 
antenna mode of S21 of first squares check patterned tag measured with IR-

UWB reader. The start time of time window is 13 ns and the duration of time 

window is 7 ns. 
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Fig. 7. First measurement of S21 in the form of windowed FD responses for 

selected chipless tags from the population of thirty chipless tags. Inset: 
corresponding zoom photograph of the inkjet-printed five squares check pattern.  

 

On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows an example of the repeatability of 

measurement system by presenting the repetitive measurements of 

S21 in the form of windowed FD responses for first tag from five 

squares check patterned C-folded scatterer tag population using IR-

UWB chipless reader. It can be observed that the repetitive signals 

exhibit similar characteristic features (e.g., the position of peak 

apex), but they do not present perfect agreement. This is because of 

the low accuracy of IR-UWB chipless RFID reader. 

After the post-treatment, all the measured signals (i.e., 30 tags × 5 

measurements for each tag = 150 signals) are compared among them 

to calculate similarity level. For all thirty realizations of the chipless 

tags, the intra-tag combinations can be calculated as 30C2
5 = 300 and 

the inter-tag combinations can be calculated as C2
30×5- 30C2

5 = 24750. 

In PCB chipless tags based authentication [12], merely 200 points 

around the peak apexes (i.e., a range from 12.632 GHz to 12.726 

GHz ) are used for FD signals’ comparison. In this proposed inkjet-

printed chipless tags based authentication, full signals (with all 

points) are used for FD signals’ comparison, as the peak apexes vary 

in full range from 3.4 GHz to 6.5 GHz (see Fig. 7). This is because 

the adopted square check pattern has significantly elevated the 

sensitivity of the scatterer to the fabrication process in this work. 

Fig. 9 presents the similarity analyses for inkjet-printed PET five 

squares check patterned tags measured using IR-UWB chipless 

reader. These statistical analyses are performed for both FD and TD 

signals as explained in [12, Fig. 3]. For FD analysis [Fig. 9(a)], intra- 

and inter-tag probability density function (PDF) distributions are 

calculated using cosine similarity (CS) and for TD analysis [Fig. 

9(b)], intra- and inter-tag PDF distributions are calculated using 

maximum valued correlation coefficient (CCmax). The mathematical 

expressions of CS and CCmax can be seen in [12]. Furthermore, in 

both FD and TD analyses, an asymmetrical double sigmoid (ADS) 

function [25] is used to fit the inter-tag PDF distributions, while a 

Gaussian (G) PDF is used to fit the intra-tag PDF distributions. It can 

be observed from the insets of Fig. 9(a) and (b) that the intra- and 

inter-tag PDF distributions slightly overlap in both FD and TD 

analyses. On the other hand, the central tendency, for example, the 

mean values of the intra-tag PDF distributions of both FD and TD 

analyses are close to unity, which validates the repeatability of each 

tag. The spreads of the intra-tag PDF distributions below the unity 

are due to the uncertainties (systematic error and random error) from 

the measurement bench and less accuracy in repeatability of IR-

UWB reader (see Fig. 8).  
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Fig. 8. Five repetitive measurements of S21 in the form of windowed FD 

responses for first tag from five squares check patterned C-folded scatterer tags 

population using IR-UWB chipless reader. Inset: corresponding zoom 
photograph of the inkjet-printed pattern. 

 

Finally, the probability of false negative (PFN) and the probability 

of false positive (PFP) curves are calculated for both the actual PDF 

distributions and the fitted PDF distributions. The error rates are 

calculated from the actual PDF distributions as well as from the 

fitted PDF distributions as shown in Fig. 9(c). 

For the actual PDF distributions, the calculated probability of error 

(PE) for FD analysis is PEFD
dist = 2.3% and the calculated PE for TD 

analysis is PETD
dist = 2.7% [see the lines without markers in Fig. 

9(c)]. If we use the fitted PDF distributions, the calculated PE for FD 

analysis is PEFD
fit = 1.1% and the calculated PE for TD analysis is 

PETD
fit = 3% [see the lines with markers in Fig. 9(c)]. It can be 

observed that PETD
fit  > PETD

dist, that is due to the overestimation of 

distribution from ADS fitting function applied to the inter-tag PDF 

distributions. This underestimation or overestimation of inter-tag 

PDF distributions near tails (between 0.8 and 1) emerges due to the 

uni PDF fitting method. In this paper, we present a simple method to 

model the authentication performance of the system. However, for 

the precise modeling of the system, the more complex fitting method 

such as using multi PDFs can be used. On the other hand, we have 

also provided the results using the actual PDF distributions.  

The average PEs for the fingerprint verification system ranging 

from 2.07% to 4.03% found in [26] are comparable to the results 

obtained by using IR-UWB chipless reader (e.g., PEFD
dist = 2.3% and 

PETD
dist = 2.7%).  

 

For an accurate performance characterization and the comparison 

with IR-UWB reader, experimental measurements using a VNA 

(Agilent 5222A) are also performed. These measurements are in the 

same co-polarization bistatic configuration inside the anechoic 

environment with the same the antennas, r and e as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 9. Similarity analysis for the inkjet-printed PET five squares patterned tags with ds = 70.7 μm measured using IR-UWB chipless reader. (a) Intra- and inter-tag 
cosine similarity PDF distributions for FD analysis. (b) Intra- and inter-tag maximum valued correlation coefficient PDF distributions for TD analysis. (c) 

Probabilities of false positive and false negative for both FD and TD analyses. 

 

 The source power of VNA is equal to -5 dBm. The frequency sweep 

ranging from 3 to 8 GHz with 10001 points is used. The 

experimental measurement procedure and the measurement counts 

are also the same as discussed above for IR-UWB reader. In this 

VNA based reader, the measured quantity is the reflection coefficient 

S11, which is to be more promising for a practical situation due to the 

use of only one antenna (fewer resources). The post-processing (i.e., 

background normalization and time windowing) is also applied, 

where the early part of the TD signals up to 2.2 ns is discarded and 

the subsequent part of 10 ns is extracted. The effective length of the 

windowed TD signal is of 100 points by neglecting the padded zeros. 

The windowed FD signal exhibits 9800 points. For the actual PDF 

distributions in both FD and TD analyses, the probabilities of error 

(PEFD
dist and PETD

dist) are in the range of 10-3 to 10-2 (i.e., 0.01% to 

0.1%). From the fitted PDF distributions, PEFD
fit = 0.013% and 

PETD
fit = 0.003%. Such levels of PE are quite insignificant as 

compared to the best average PE of 0.05%, among different 

fingerprint evaluation campaigns found in [27]. 

The difference between the performance of IR-UWB chipless 

reader and VNA based chipless reader is that TD signal from low 

cost IR-UWB chipless reader is less accurate than FD signal from 

highly costly and highly accurate VNA (i.e., known to have higher 

resolution). The performance of IR-UWB chipless reader is ten times 

lower than VNA based reader, but the cost of IR-UWB chipless 

reader a hundred times less than VNA based chipless reader.  

To show the effect of the number of square geometries and the 

vertex-to-vertex gap ds on the authentication performance, we 

printed populations of thirty tags based on three squares check 

pattern with three values of ds: 21.2 μm, 42.4 μm, and 70.7 μm. 

Table I shows an evolution of PE with ds for the three squares 

patterned C-folded design. Here, too, for accurate characterization, 

free space measurements are performed VNA based chipless reader 

with exact same equipment and parameters (e.g., VNA, the antennas, 

the cables, the distances, the output power, the frequency sweeping, 

the number of points, and anechoic environment) as discussed above. 

S11 of each tag is measured five times with removing and 

repositioning manner. The rest of the post-treatment on the measured 

signals (background normalization and time windowing along with 

chosen parameters for time window) is the same as discussed above 

for VNA based chipless reader in this section. Similarity, PDF 

distributions corresponding to FD and TD are calculated using CS 

and CCmax, respectively. Finally, the PEs are calculated using actual 

PDF distributions PEFD
dist and PETD

dist (not the fitted PDF 

distributions). From the results in Table I, an increasing trend of the 

performance as ds increases can be observed. At ds = 70.7 μm, the 

optimum exploitation of randomness inherent to inkjet printing can 

be observed with PEFD
dist = 0.41% and PETD

dist = 0.33% (see the 

highlighted values in Table I). On the other hand, with ds = 70.7 μm, 

the five squares pattern outperforms the three squares pattern, as the 

obtained PEs from five squares check patterned tags (PEFD
dist and 

PETD
dist are ranging from 0.01% to 0.1%) are smaller in magnitude 

than the obtained PEs from three squares check patterned tags 

(PEFD
dist = 0.41% and PETD

dist = 0.33%). This is due to larger surface 

area is exposed to the inkjet printing in five squares pattern that in 

turn give rise to larger variations of proximate couplings in the 

design. 

 
TABLE I 

EVOLUTION OF THE PROBABILITY OF ERROR WITH CHANGES IN VERTEX-TO-

VERTEX GAP ds AMONG THE SQUARES FOR THE THREE SQUARES PATTERNED 

C-FOLDED DESIGN.  

ds (μm) 
Probability of error (%) 

FD TD 

21.2 6 5.46 

42.4 3 2.24 
70.7 0.41 0.33 

 

VI. FLOW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED CHIPLESS 

AUTHENTICATION METHOD 

In this Section, the procedure for the employment of chipless 

RFID tags for authentication is explained. First, a single input digital 

mask is supplied to the inkjet printer to realize a population of 

chipless RFID tags. Soon after the printing of chipless tags, RF 

fingerprint of each tag is measured individually using a measurement 

setup based on a controlled anechoic environment and a chipless 

RFID reader as schematized in [12, Fig. 2]. Then, all measurements 

are stored to construct a database of authenticity. The possible 

applications of the proposed method are, for example, the chipless 

tags can directly be printed on a document or hidden in the product 

packaging. Then, these products or documents are sold to the 

consumer. The printing of chipless tag on a document is like 

providing a simple, low cost and secure solution of keeping the 

tracks of paper documents, books, and packages for the print 

industry as discussed in [28]. When a consumer requires the 

authentication of the document or the product, a second 

measurement needs to be done to evaluate the possible match in the 

database of authenticity. In the case of the security document, the 

second measurement (i.e., for the comparison with database) can be 
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taken without any destructive operation. Conversely, if the chipless 

tag is hidden in the product packaging, an authorized destructive 

extraction of chipless tag is required. The chipless tag must only be 

removed by an authorized person from the authentication solution 

provider, where the solution provider first investigate that the 

chipless tag has never been removed earlier. The idea of utilizing the 

chipless tags for authentication of manufactured products might not 

be conceived as RFID labels that can be attached, removed and then 

reattached to a product by the consumer. The chipless authentication 

can be considered as numerous high-level tools (e.g., high-level 

security seal) that need to be permanently affixed to the product. Any 

forgery to chipless tag would change the backscattered response 

resulting in the product as a counterfeit. After removal of chipless 

tag for authentication, a new tag can be added for future 

authentication. The details about the constructions of a database of 

authenticity and the procedure for authentication are explained in 

[12]. It is important to note that the practical implementation of the 

proposed authentication method, a controlled anechoic measurement 

environment is needed which can be realized in a small box. One can 

say that such a controlled environment is a limitation of the proposed 

authentication method. However, a controlled environment might be 

beneficial to ensure the high security level of the proposed 

authentication method, because its details can be kept secret. The 

obtained results presented in Section V are from the signals 

measured in the room size anechoic environment. However, the 

small anechoic environment would provide comparable results 

because the purpose of both environments is the same which is to 

provide isolation from the outside environment.  

The proposed authentication method has a significant advantage of 

the possibility to hide the chipless RFID tag entirely by virtue of RF.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

The opportunity to exploit the process randomness inherent to 

inkjet printing for the generation of unique EM signals was discussed 

in this paper. These unique signals were then employed to provide a 

highly secure authentication solution. The design of conventional C-

folded scatterer was optimized by introducing discrete square check 

patterns along the arms of C-folded scatterer to elevate its sensitivity 

to inkjet printing. Then, the proposal was validated by showing the 

performance of the optimized sensitive check patterned C-folded 

chipless tags realized on the PET printable film measured using a 

low-cost IR-UWB chipless reader as well as a highly accurate VNA 

based chipless reader. The achieved PEs are comparable to the 

various fingerprint evaluation campaigns found in the literature. The 

advantage of the proposed chipless authentication is that contrary to 

classical image based authentication approach (like a fingerprint), 

the chipless tag can entirely be hidden (potentially without 

performance degradation) for confidentiality and the product 

integrity of the high-end luxury products.  
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